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Join the Crawleys for a year at Downton Abbey. The Downton Abbey Calendar is packed with

full-color photographs, quotes, characters, plus fascinating 1920s trivia, history, and archival photos

for the millions of fans of the phenomenally popular TV series. Includes: On This Day, Scandals and

Sensations, and memorable words: â€œCome war and peace, Downton still stands and the

Crawleys are still in itâ€• (Martha Levinson).
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A perfect gift for the Downton Abbey junkie fan.We bought 2 (so far). One for my wife and one for

her best friend. Both watch the past DVDs over and over while waiting for the next DVD season to

go on sale.This 2015 calendar is a daily reminder of cast, and some of the now famous quotes from

the show, ie:"If I were to search for logic, I should not look for it among the English upper class."

--Dowager"I love you Mr. Bates. I know it's not ladylike to say it, but I'm not a lady and I don't

pretend to be." --Anna"Your niece is a flapper. Accept it." --Lady Mary"What with these toasters and

mixers and such like, we'd be out of a job --Mrs. Patmore"Kiss me please. Or tell me what's

happened. One or the other." --Mr. BatesAnd they come with wonderful color photos. A few pages

are old photos of the real times of the period of Downton. They include text of historical fact. The

bulk is Downton Abbey.It is not 365 pages, as Sat/Sunday are a single page. That still leaves over

300 sheets in this tear-off daily calendar.NO repeats. Of course some Downton fans will have great

difficulty tearing off and discarding the daily pages. No problem, because the page-a-day calendar

can be registered and in doing so you get a free digital copy for your electronic use. Pages measure



5 3/8" square on quality glossy paper. Even lots of secondary uses for the removed pages: Downton

scrapbook themed personal album; photos for card makers, note paper (backs are empty), and

save them to make homemade ornaments for the 2015 Christmas tree.It's a fun calendar. Everyone

must have at least one, and the price is only slightly more than a good wall calendar. this one will

hand on the wall or set up on a table/desk.

Love this calendar and its beautiful glossy pages. Can hardly wait to use it. Of course, anything

Downton Abbey is my obsession. Only complaint is the box was torn on one edge, but the calendar

itself was fine.

Very nice calendar. Unlike many page-a-day calendars, this one is printed on coated stock. It's a

little bigger than most other similar calendars. Some of the pages contain pictures with quotations,

some are just excerpts of conversation, some are fairly detailed paragraphs about life in the time of

Downton Abbey. I do wish they had separate Saturday and Sunday pages, but, like so many other

page-a-days, this one combines both weekend days on one page. It's great for those of us who are

fans (and will be sorry to see the show end).

Not as many pictures as I was hoping for. I wanted a picture a day or at least 300 pictures and not

300 wordy pages. I watch Downton for the clothing so pictures would have been great! But its a nice

sized desk calendar. I got two for a Downton buddy and myself, can't wait for Season 5 to hit the

US.

I am a huge fan of Downton Abbey. Last year I missed out on the page a day calendar. This year I

ordered early. It is great to have a reminder of the series every day on this desk calendar. The

calender has lines from the characters on one day and on other days a bit of history from the ear.

They are usually things that are referenced in one of the shows. So not only will you have line from

your favorite characters, but you will learn something too!

I'm a HUGE Downton fan, so this calendar was a major disappointment. Very, very odd selection of

photos for each month. Just BIG, BIG face shots of random characters. The only actually pretty

photo was of the Dowager Countess in her garden. The other shots where just plain weird, not

photos I want to look at for an entire month. I threw it away without using.



I love this little calendar. It is mostly little quotes from the show, but there is also a lot of history and

"did you know" about the period too, which is nice. The photos are great, and the pages are glossy

and good quality. I use the back of each as a note pad, and they are a nice thickness. highly

recommend.

Perfect gift for any Downton Abbey lover! Its so great to have facts and quotes from the show to see

everyday and all year round. It makes the time pass faster while waiting for the new season to come

out!
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